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SU campus now
more user-friendly
Katie Ching

Editor-in-Chief
Exceptfor a few missing chairs
in the Campion lobby, Seattle
University's summerrenovations
areessentially finished. In addition to the Campion lobby, the
Controller'soffice was completely
renovated,and several newemergency blue lights were installed
around campus.
Lobby is now like a lounge

Before the renovation, the tiled

the Bellarmine Hall lobby, has
replaced scratchy couches. A
new fireplace protrudes from the
wall. The television has been
moved to a separate room. Instead of harsh florescent lights,
track lighting runs the length of
the room.
Because of overcrowding in
Campion, many studentsare livinginfloor lounges, another reason why Melton sees more students takingadvantageof thenew
lobby space. She has seen students meeting one another and

floorsandstandarddormitoryfur- "parents truly relaxing" on the
niture ofthe Campion lobby dis- couches andchairs.
Melton, whohashadextensive
couragedstudents fromusingit as
a meeting p\acc.

room together in the Campion 3rd floor lounge. They are among many new
students who werefarced to live in temporary housing due to overcrowdingin the residence halls.
■ rosh Kellie, Allsa, tind Theresa
I

Living in overflow
AMY BARANSKI
A heavy demand for on campus
housing has left 70 undergraduates
in temporary rooms, an all time
high, reportsPhyllisBrazier,hous-

modate the overflow students.
This yearonly twofloor lounges
inCampion Tower remainunused.
Only one floor loungeinBellarmine
is unoccupied.XavierHall, lacking
in floor lounges, does not face the
overcrowding like the other resi-

ing coordinator.

dencehalls.
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both RHD and RA. saidthat the

is more conducive to "hanging new Campion lobby "far surout, lounging and socializing," passesany"shehas een throughCampionResidence Hall Direc- out her career. In act, she has
tor Dawn Melton commented.
New furniture,similar to thatof See Renovations on page 3

"We have never had students in
temporary roomsthroughthe entire

Fall Quarter," Grooms said.
Ifstudents are still living in temporary housing after Oct. 22, they
will receive a refund of $438.

Until that deadline, theresidents
must pay the
"This is the most we'veeverhad
Since the residence halls are usual price for a double room rein overflow," Braziercommented. stretchedforspacean incomingstu- gardless of their compromisedlivEvenafter incentive wasgivento dentcould end up living with five ing situation.
sophomores to move off campus other roommates.The largestroom
This condition is a part of the
and wavetheirsecondyearrequire- occupancy is six and is located on guide to residential living, a pamphlet given out to incoming stument for on campushousing, a re- Campion12 in the study lounges.
sponse of only 15 students willing
Temporary housing will be va- dents.
Becky Schumaker, a frosh ecoto move still left residential ser- cated beginning with the highest
—
vices facing the most overcrowding density rooms the study lounges. logical studies major living in the
in years.
Then theywillconcentrateon plac- Bellarmine fourth floor lounge, is
guaranteed
ing students occupying the lounges sympathetic to the overcrowding
Students who were
single rooms forFall Quarter were in more permanent rooms.
and admitsthather late registration
early
to
a
roommate
in
too
to
up
says
pair
asked
with
Brazier
that it's
causedher to end up in overflow.
to
a
on
a
tell
to
resolve
long
order receive discount
how
it will take
She is leery of the approximated
single room for Winter Quarter.
time
she will be spending in the
overcrowding.
the
housing
serThe
office
will
assess
room.
attempt
temporary
by
This
residential
the
vices also failed to alleviate the situationmorecarefully today. The
According toSchumakertheresicongested residential halls. Only students who didn't show up are dential living guide mentions that
three students responded to the of- essential to the solutionof generat- students in temporary housing will
ing moreusable space for students be there for acoupleweeks,and not
fer.
Almost every year the housing without permanent rooms.
themonths thatshepotentially faces.
office has more on campus resiLee Grooms, interimdirectorof
Her lounge accommodatesthree
dents thanthereare rooms.Tomake residential living, optimistically people and, "is livable," according
space,studylounges,floor lounges, forecasts that the student overflow to Schumaker.
Jesuit guest rooms and larger cor- will be sorted out by theendof the
Portablewardrobesandbunkbeds
nerroomsare convertedto accom- Fall Quarter.
were moved into the lounge. But
there are only two desks furnished
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Renovations have madethe CampionHall lobby moreofa lounge.
"It wouldhelp if the rooms were
a little more symmetrical,"

Schumaker said.
Other residents in temporary
housing seem to be makingdo with

their arrangements.
Jamie Elmore, Lauren Montoya
and Cynthia Boge, three frosh occupantsoftheBellarminesixthfloor
lounge,haven't run into too many
hassles with one shared phone line
and two desks.
They were not provided with the
portable wardrobes.Theirclothing
for the three occupants.
remainshangingonracks orpacked
The limited outlets and phone away inboxes and suitcases.
lines are other concerns for
"It's really an inconvenience,"
Schumaker,as herotherroommates Elmoresaid.
planonhavingcomputers.Shefinds
Boge wasnotified of her tempothe space awkward as well.
rary housing at the end of July,

though she wasn't notified of her
roommate assignments and met

them on move in day.
Elmore also considered thenotification less than timely.
Although their personal living
spaceis limitedand awkward, they
are determined to make the best
with what they have beengiven.
Grooms has faced mainly students and families whoare not entirely upset about the temporary
housing situation.
Braziercommentedthat families
and students whohave major difficulties with the temporaryhousing
arrangements have so far been accommodated.
"There's nothing we can really
doabout it," Boge stated.
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Frosh preview: The class of 2004
Scan marushia

Staff Reporter
Peaking at 677, this year's frosh
classis the largestever. They inun-

dated the campus with their energy
last Thursday.

Frosh could be seen squeezing
into elevators in Bellarmine Hall,
playing games during their small
group activities and heading off
campus on city excursions.
They packed the Pigott Auditorium for the Orientation Advisor
Cabaret.
The cabaret, with a Mission Im-

possible theme, demonstrated the
effort that accompanies a
commitement to a college education,and consequently,earned a lot
of laughs and cheers from the audience.
In attempts to inauguratean annual academic day, the entire frosh
class was given Dave Guterson's
novel, "Snow Falling on Cedars,"
over the summer to read for
yesterday's discussion groups.
Some froshcouldbe seen scurrying to read the final chapters of
Guterson's novel to preparethemselves for the academic disucsions

they will encounter in the coming
year.
Despiteovercrowding,in the fervor of the new school year, many
excitedandnervous froshhad afew
things to say about their first minutes at Seattle University.

Eg

my experience.I
enjoy meeting |
id the peer advisors are nice and
—Monica Brown

"I'm adjusting pretty well. Things are pretty
good so far. Ithink things are going to be good. I

—

don'tknow. I'm speechless."
CurtisBright

"So far, I'm adjusting well. The people are cool, the
weather is great, butIhaven't met my roommate yet."
Pattie Cabrido
Hawaii,political science

—

"I'madjusting just peachy.I'm surprisingly calm |
about going to thiscollegeplace.My parentsthinkII
don't care, butI'm justbeing nonchalant becauseI

tknow

— Adana Lloyd

what to expect."

Anchorage, AX,political science

"Adjusting is fine. The city feels alotdifferent h
than the city I
come from.It' a lot greener,andthe
air is stiffer. Ilikethecity better, it feels morelike |

— Michelle

Molina

Renovations: campus has new look

fke

the view of the crackhouse [from Campion].I'm
ing pretty well, having a good limeso far Ilike the

— PatHolmes

:."

Tacoma, Wash., psychology

From Front Page
found it difficulttocallthespace
a "lobby" because it has more of

the feel of a lounge.
Shehopesthatstudents willtake
care of the space and respect it in
the coming year. After similar
renovations in the Bellarmine
lobby last year, an estimated
$2,000 worthofdamage occurred.
During a recent
meeting with new

frosh residents,
Meltonhopedtoim-

"I'm adjusting pretty well.It'sa newand excit- I
ing experience.Ican't wait to get out and meet j
people,see what college is all about, fall into the
groove,establish bearings, live it up."
Laura Ancich

—

pressuponthemthe
importance of tak-

—

Hawaii, premajor

_^

Begun by ASSU al-

J

Grooms believes that the
transformation gives the lobby
an entirely differentfeel.

ing care of such a
new space.
Lee Grooms,who
served as the RHD of Campion

untilJune, describes the Campion
renovation as a "huge improvement" over what it looked like
before. Grooms believes that the
transformation gives the lobby an
entirely different feel.

"It's okay Iguess. It'smy firsttimeaway from
home. I'm nervous but excited at the same time.
Peopleare really nice here, really different from
back home"
EsmeraldaPastor

alarm on the emergencylights is
activated,theblue lights at the top
of the units begin to flash, asiren
sounds and campussecurity is notified of thelocation of the alarm.
"I'm reallyhappy that they've
efficiently.
put more lights in. Being where
"Efficiency is probablygoing to we are on campus,it's great that
a take a little more time because there are more tools for students
we're learningtwo systems," John to feel safe," Angela Rivieccio,
Wilkons, Financial Aid Program VicePresidentof Student Affairs
said.
staff members instead of standing
the windows. The windows are
now partitioned for more privacy.
Although there are the same numberof windows open to students,it
is hoped that things will run more
at

New lookfor Student
FinancialServices
Last spring, the Controller,FinancialAidand StudentEmployment offices merged into the Office ofStudentFinancial Services.

This summer, renovations of the
actual offices occurred,giving the
Controller'swindowsanew look.
Students can now sit down with

lost two years

ago,

ivieccio took over the
lue light project last
zptember as she was
:rving as junior class

presentative. Over the
jstyearshehas worked

iltant to Mike Sletten,
As soon as staff members bef Public Safety.
Together they identified the
come more familiar with bothcontroller and financial aid systems, most visible places on campus to
Wilkons believesthe office will be install the new lights. In some
more efficient. With all the infor- cases, thelights can beseen two to
mation centralized, it's easier to three blocks off campus. High
visibility was the most important
access.
"It has the potential to be more consideration for Rivieccio. She
efficient. The segmented stalls are wanted students to feel that they
nice," Ben Burill, a senior chemis- had a safe place tocome to evenif
they were off campus.
try and physics major said.
Assistant said.

Blue lightsprovideincreased
safety

The actual poles for the lights
wereinstalled last spring,but rain
preventedtheinstallationofpower
and phone lines. Workers were
able to finish that work this sum-

Another visible change oncampus has been the addition of four
new blue emergency lights. If the mer.
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SECURITY
REPORT
Victor Hanson-Smith eight underage individuals
consuming alcoholin a dorm
Staff Reporter
room.

"Pump" it up
Animal House
A domestic dispute occurred
on Sept. 11 at approx 2:30
a.m. A man and woman were
arguing, andthe man punched
her. The woman responded
by beating the man with her

pumped high heel shoe. The
Seattle Police Department
arrested the man.

On Sept. 13 CPS broke up a
party in the Murphy
Apartments at 10 p.m.
involving 22 people including
underage individuals.

AnimalHouse the
Sequel

3
News
WRITERS WANTED
Interested in exploring your own
creative journalism? Want to cover
exciting on-campus events? Want
to get paid for it? Ifso, the Specator
is looking for you. Photographers,
writers and cartoonists are needed.
Come down to the Spectator, located in the lower SUB, on
Wednesday at 8 p.m. for more information, or call 296-6470.

The Last Supper

On Sept 16 CPS bork up a
party in the Murphy
On Sept. 14 at 11:15 p.m., Apartments at 10:45 p.m.

Campus Public Safety broke involving 26people including
up a party in the Murphy underage individuals.
Apartments in which 12
people, includingminors were
consuming alcohol.
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Guilty Conscience
On Sept. 11at 11:10 a.m.. an
unknownindividual damaged
property ofacampus facilities
building at 13th and East
Columbia. The suspect was
aprehended andtoldpolicehe
wanted to go to jail. He was
sent to the SPD precinct.

Bellarmine Booze

Pulp non-fiction
On Sunday Sept. 17 CPS and
Seattle Medic One responded
to a report of a heroine
overdose in a Seattle
University residence. A male
guest of a resident was found
unconscious and was
administered a counter
heroine treatment.Thevictim
admitted using heroine, was
transported to a hospital and
was charged with criminal
trespassing.

On Sept. 17 anRA andPublic
Safety workers came upon newstips@seattleu.edu
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ASSU Council
2000-2001
Virgil Domoaon
ASSU President

2000-2001

Angela Rivieccio
VicePresident of Student
Affairs

Matt Sanderl
At-Large Representative

Steve Sullivan
VicePresident of
Finanace

AdebolaOkuribido
International Representative

Adam Ahlbach
Senior Class Representa-

Teresa Abellera
Commuter Representative

tive

■

Am Jones
ior Class Representative

Hector Herrera

Sophomore Class Representative

Andrew Farnum
At-Large Representative

Chris Canlas
Minority Student Repre-

sentative

Carl Berquist
Resident Representative

Dave Crepeau
Non-Traditional Representative

" Frosh Class Representative elections will beheld

Do you have a
story idea?

newstips @seattleu.edu

SU BRIEFLY
Chapel window broken— $9000 in
damage
One of Seattle University's most elaborate structures was damage in
early August.
The SUChapel suffered a broken window that willcost $9,000 dollars
to repair.
Apedestrian walkingpast thebuildingAug.8noticed a holeina window
on the west side of the building and called campusPublic Safety toreport
the damage.
Facilities Operationsassessed the damageandestimated that therepairs
willcost $9,000 dollars.
The expenseof the repairs is due,in part, to the rareness of the glass.
The glass used to repair the damage is Starfire glass, whichhas nocolor
and a diffused whitefilter inbetween twopiecesof glass,plusanadditional
piece on the inside,according to Facilities Operations.
In addition to the rarity of the glass, the size also contributes to the
expenses.
The glass is being shipped from either Oregon or California.
It will cost $3,000 in labor alone to removethe broken glass from the
window.
The repairs will take approximately a month to be completed. Public
Safety has no leads currently on how the damage occurred.
They will be investigating the incident further.

ASSU officer reflects on past year
atSU
Last year was a busy year for ASSU. They passed several resolutions
promoting issues like the distribution of condoms on campus, more
ecologicalefficiencyofthe new studentcenter, and abanof merchandise
in the bookstore that is made from sweat shop labor.
Angela Rivieccio, Vice President of Student Affairs, comments that
ASSU representatives strive to listen to the needs and concerns of the
Student body and to "get whatever needed to accommodatethem."
Last yearRivieccio's personal contribution to the student body through
ASSU was the additionof more security lights on campus.

She hadnoticedthatthere were few emergencydevices nearthe fringes
of campus.
Rivieccio's personal interest turned into a successful goal.
Rivieccio finds the job rewarding even though the goals she sets
sometimes take a long time to come to fruition.
'Things do happen,and things can get done. The wheels of change do
turn, though they may turn slowly," Rivieccio said.

Annual Street Fair to take place this
Wednesday
The Street Fair, Seattle University's annual event that highlights the
outside-the-classroom side of the college experience,is kicking off the
2000-2001school year Wednesday Sept.20, from 11 :30 a.m. to 1:30p.m.
No classes are scheduled at this time soeveryone will be able to attend.
Booths willbe set up in the Quad that represent various clubs at SU, with
information on how to get involved.
Representatives from each organization will be present to entice new
folks to joinup and be part of SU'sextracurricular community. Some of
thegroups presentwillbeHui O' Nani,KSUB(SU's FMradio station) the
Jammin Jesuits (SU's pep squad), the Earth Action Coalition, the Crew
Club, variousacademicclubs, such as the debatingsociety andall sortsof

varsity sports.
AngelaRivieccio,VicePresidentofStudent Affairs,saidthatpast street
fairshave been very busy and exciting affairs, drawing most of the frosh
and transferstudents who want tocheck things out. Peoplecan sign up for
many differentactivities right on the spot,and it's a good meetingplace.
Not only willbooths representing student activities be present, but also
people from various student support services. DJ's from KSUB will be
providing music throughout the fair. To register a club to appear in the
Street Fair, all thatis neededis five members, aconstitutionand a faculty

advisor. Head over to the top floor of the Student Union Building to sign
upwithSEAC.
AmyBaranski, Jennifer ElamandKristi Johannson contributed to this
week's edition ofSUBriefly.
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Events Calender: September 19-27
The Spectator Calendar for the week of
September 19 to September 27.

Tuesday

9/19/00
Fall classes begin.
Crew

Saturday

Monday

9/23/00

9/25/00

Women' s Volleyball vs.
Central Washington Univer- All sport Intramural fun
sity,
Court, fest and BBQ, Logan Field,
North
Connolly Center, 7 p.m.
11 a.m. For more info,
call (206) 296-4441.

Friday

9/22/00

Men' s Soccer vs. Simon
Fraser University, Championship Field, 2 p.m.

Chemistry department picnic, Quad, 5 to 6 p.m.

Seattle University Young
Democrats' voter registration drive, Paccar Atrium,
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.

information Autumn begins.
Pigott 102, 7

Club

meeting,

and poster sale, outside
SUB, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Women' s Volleyball vs. St.
Martin' s College, North
Tent Graphic sale, outCourt, Connolly Center, 7
side SUB, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.
p.m.

p.m.

Wednesday

Tuesday

9/26/00
Last day
classes.

to

add/drop

SEAC Lawn Crawl, music and
dancing, Union Green. For
Sunday
more info, call (206) 296Wednesday
Street Fair, Quad, 11:30 -6048.
a.m. to 1 p.m.
SU Marksmanship Club, "An
Mass at Chapel of St.
open day at the range."
Ignatius, 11 a.m. and 9 University picnic, Quad,
For more info, call (206)
p.m.
11:30 a.m. to 1:15 p.m.
Thursday
296-5422.
All faculty, staff and
To list an event, e-mail newstips@seattleu.edu students welcome.

9/20/00

9/24/00

9/27/00

9/21/00

Tent Graphic

art prints

Wanted!!
Reporters and photographers for The Spectator

" Writers needed for every section "

" Photographers needed for every section "
" Paid positions available "
" no experience necessary "
Come to an open house THURSDAY, SEPT. 21at 8 p.m. Pigott 101
OR

Visit The Spectator offices located in the basement of the Student Union Building.
Call (206) 296-6471 for more information
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Local Author speaks to class of 2004
Victor Hanson-Smith life.
This selection illustrated the soStaff Reporter

Angela Rivieccio, a senior, reinterestedinhow he gotinsight into
personal
livesof his characters marked that spending more time
Hejokingly commentedthatread- the
not
inequality
morality
knowing
cial
that wasoftenmasked ers who do
seek
in without
whatitcouldhave answering audience questions
DavidGuterson, authorof Snow behind the small town politics of their fiction should read Danielle been like for them."
wouldhave made the hour better.
Falling on Cedars and East ofthe World War IIlife.
She
also
said
that
more
small
Steele.
Mountains spoke at
When asked
Whenthe hour
closed, there
SeattleUniversity as
about the rewere still many
partof thefrosh consearch involved
vocation and first
in creating his
audience memnovel, Guterson
annual academic
bers with pendday yesterday.
ingquestions for
said that his inFollowing an
terest in World
open panel discusGuterson finWar II internsion of World War
ment camps was
ished the talk by
sparked while
emphasizingthat
II Japanese internment camps on the
visiting an exSnow Falling on
west
coast,
hibitontheissue.
CedarsisametaGuterson discussed
the historical foundations, the social
ramifications and

durs is such a novel.

He soon real-

Iwas interested in how he got
insight into the personal lives of
his characters without knowing
what it couldhave"been likefor
them.

physical

and

Elizabeth Granger,frosh
philosophical
izedthat many of
his friends were
novel that is not
humanities
necessarilyabout
themselves part
of this Japanese
World WarIIinexile, and conseternment camps
quentlybeganreand the associgroup discussion prior and after
search on the subject.
Elizabeth Granger, a frosh hu- Guterson'slecture wouldhavebeen
Those things are simply backdropsfor a greaterandmore powermanities major, commented, I
was welcome.
ful message.

the philosophical
lessons found in
SnowFallingonCe-

dars.
Snow Falling on
Cedarsis a novel set
against thebackdrop
of social injustice

during and after
World War 11. The
story takes place on
San Pedro Island,

north of Puget
Guterson pointed out that these
Sound.
Theprotagonist,IshamaelCham- peopleforget the gross socialinjusbers,is caught betweenhislove for tices and quality of life associated
a Japanesegirl and the cultural ta- with the past. He said that he beboo associated with that love.
lieves that people of today generThe Japanese heroine, Hatsue, allylivebetter lives that the people
finds herself forced into exile by a of the 19405.
fearfu\andignorantAimerica.These
After asecondreading,Guterson

Japanese-American citizens are accepted questions from the audiplacedin theinternmentcamps that ence.
were found across the west coast
These questions spawned a disand theUnitedStatesduring World cussion on the personalimportance
War 11.
ofthenovelto Guterson,his writing

Guterson uses recurrent themes
of fate, greed,duty and the duality
ofnature todescribe a world where
prejudice and the past haunt the
lives of everyone involved.
Combined with a thrilling murder mystery, this makes for a rich
and lavish story that is equallyentertaining andpoignant.
Guterson openedwith a reading
from chapter seven of his novel,
which portrays thebittersweet nos-

tactics and theresearchinvolvedin
Snow Fallingon Cedars.
He spokeinlengthonthe significance of literary fiction.
Guterson believes that there are
two forms of fiction: those novels
that explicitly tell the reader what
moral lessons are to be drawn and
those that presentthereader withan
opportunity toextracttheirownles-

talgia of 1940s San Pedro Island

believes that Snow Falling on Ce-

sons.

16 to 23 Year Old Women
Did You Know:
"HPV (Human papillomavirus) is
the most common STD

"5 million women become
infected with one or more
types of genital HPV each

year.
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"HPV can cause genital warts.
"HPV can also cause abnormal Pap tests, which in a
small number of women may lead to cervical cancer.

He prefers the latter variety and

YOU CAN HELP!
Help test an experimental HPV vaccine. There is no
possibility of acquiring HPV infection from this vaccine.

We want to hear
from you!

All women who complete the enrollment visit will receive

$50
Ifinterested please call:

write a Letter to The Editor

SPECTATOR@SEATTLEU.EDU

(206) 720-5060
Or Email us:

OR BY MAIL

900 Broadway
Seattle, WA 98122

stophpv@u.Washington,edu
Alleligibleparticipants are compensatedfor their time whileenrolled. Some participants will
receive vaccine, otherswin receive placebo. UW Department of Epidemiology.
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Editorial
Frosh overcrowding
is unacceptable
Itisthe beginning of yet anotherschool year. As always,the
frosh class arrivedbefore the rest of the student body andhad
a week to explore the campus and surroundingcity. It's an
exciting time for these students: leaving home, coming to a
new city, state or even country, surroundedby new facesand
new challenges.
But this time of excitement has also become a time of
frustration and disappointment for many in the frosh class.
Forthe third yearinarow, there are many more students than
there arerooms in whichtohousethem.Froshare being forced
to triple-up or even quadruple-up inrooms barely bigenough
for two. Students are also being forced tolive in floor lounges
until enoughofthe new froshclassdecides todrop outor leave

Seattle University.
Why the SUadministrationallows this to happen year after
year is a mystery. It can hardly be a surprise that a surplus of
students showed vp it's been happening for years. It may
alsobetime forthe university torethink its policyofrequiring
sophomores to live on campus. Thereis not enoughroom for

—

Some frosh do not feel
the need for orientation

everyone.
Last year, many students weren't given permanent placements in theirown double-rooms untilWinter Quarteror even
later in the year.
The university did not refundthe money of many students
forced to live in substandard accommodation.It's not in any
way fair for a student in aroom with fourbeds to pay the same
Spectator Columnist
amount for their room, as a student living in the standard,
double occupancy room.
College students are in a time of transition, a four-year
Inhighschool,our teacherswould Ireceived the information.Who in
intermediary step before stepping out into the real world. constantly tell us that going to a his right mindwouldrequiresomeStudent dorms are temporary accommodations until students university meant we had to grow one to do activities like fishing,
can strike out on their own and find their first apartments or up. There wouldbe noone to hold strenuous hiking,ropescourses and
ourhands, and noone to force us to bike rides two days before school
houses,places to call home.
learn or participate if we didn't starts?
Even though the dorms are only temporary, it must be choose to take action ourselves.
Then in mid-August Ireceived a
acknowledged that many students have left the only home Were we misled?
rather annoyedphonecallaboutmy
Frosh orientation is meant to be missing excursion choices. Itried
they haveknown to come here,and thatthe first year of college
our
first step into responsible col- tocontest. I
didnotunderstand why
is a stressful time. Leaving their cozy homes to be placed in a
lege life. Ihad the responsibility to anactivity that fails to bebeneficial
sterileconcretecube causes many to feel homeless inthat they get my campuscard and talk to my tothosefrom Seattle and painfulfor
no longerhave any place they can truly call home.Tobe stuck adviser.Ididmany tasks that were those who do not care for forced
in a three-bed dorm or a floor lounge makes this feeling of on the schedule, not because Iwas social and physical interaction
told to, but because they wereben- should require attendance. After I
temporary homelessness even more apparent.
eficial.
IfSU wants these new students to feel "at home," the first
Then Saturstep is providing them with as much of a homeas possible. SU day
rolled
must live up to its promises and provide this frosh class with around and
acceptable, uncrowded dorm rooms.
frosh excursion
tour

Jamila

Johnson

TheSpectatorEditorialBoard consists of Katie Ching, Amy
Jenniges and Jim Rennie. Signed commentaries reflect the
opinions of

the authors and not necessarily those of

Spectator ,Seattle University or its student body.
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reared its mandatory head,
leaving me a
little angered.

the Personally,I
felt

betrayedby this
event. It had
nothing to do
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would be kept to a minimum. And

thoseinterestedin theevents would

be with others who felt the same
way.
In essence, the frosh excursion
remindedme of daycare. The infa-

mous teacher saying rang through
my ears: "Iam not here tobabysit."
no longer want to be babysat. We
I
areadults by law,and wepay forthe
services this university provides.
In the business world, an employee,out of respect, would never
force the people who signed his

The
wasa disappointing
misnomer... Idid not expectferry
rides and looking at Safeco Field to
be a representation of culture.

with academics
or froshsuccess,and ithad nothing
to offer me.
Out of state students, whoknew
only alittle about Seattle andhad a

keeping Watch since 1933

just didn't go.
Many frosh didn't attend. They
were mostly commuters and those
who weren't keen on the idea of
walking ona steep uphill hike.
It is not possible to please all
students, but at least if non-academic events were not mandatory,
the misery ofuninterested students

true interest in the groupthey were
assignedhad a wonderful time.Unfortunately, many did not fit into
this category. The excursion, like
everything else, seemed designed
for the benefit of out of state students.It wouldhave beenludicrous
to require a mandatory viewing of
the promotional videoearlier this
year on everything Seattle had to
offer. It would not have affected

Seattleites.

In fact, Iwas convinced the excursion was optional inJune when

paychecks to at-

We are in a
business relationship with a
very valuable resource. It is our
duty to take part
in what we feel
will enhance us
as individuals
andavoidgiving
our time to ac-

had gotten a good sentence and a tivities that do not do so.
OnSept. 16,between thehours of
half out, Iwas informed that Ihad
nochoice because the trip was man- 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., Iwalked the
streets of Seattle. Ihad taken the
datory.
Imust admit Iam not a fan of same steps a hundred times before,
physical activities in the wilder- butthis time,Irealizedas frosh we
ness. The excursion choices terri- are valuable.
Nothinghas moremeritthantime
fiedme. I
envisioned myself falling
spent
doing something beneficial.
hiking
down
trails and tipping over
In
respect,mandatory parthe
same
kayaks.Inmy mind the onlyoption
in
ticipation
personallyunbeneficial
eight-hour
was the
cultural tour. I
didnot expect ferry rides andlook- ventures is nothing more than a
ingatSafecoField to be a represen- waste.
tation of culture. The tour was a
disappointing misnomer. We had Jamila Johnson is a freshman
not seenmuseums,but concretethat majoring incommunication. Her
address
I
is
had seen before.I
envied the other e-mail
frosh whoknew what toexpectand tchippie23@hotmail.com.
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Presidential politics: it's a jungle out there
through budget surpluses to fund
missile defense systems aimed at
no one in particular and military
funding for foreign nations that
don't really intend to stop sending
to theUnited States.
drugs
Spectator Columnist
Most acuteof its natural abilities
of self-preservation in the wild
jungle of political life is the
Every four years Americans pull ityof aNewDemocratoccurred last Gorberman's ability to use a chatheir collective heads out of their AugustinLos Angeles.TheAmeri- meleon-like camaflouge to hide in
posteriors and drag their feetdown can public was privilaged enough hostileenvironments.Ifconfronted
to the local polling place to cast to witness the miracle of political by a ferocious opponent, the
their ballots.When the leaves turn rebirthas the Gorberman cameonto Gorberman is able to quickly shift
in America, we will be putting a the scene at the DemocraticCon- its skin to the particular political
new person in the White House.
vention. TheGorbermanis anamaz- hue needed to seem non-threatening
exampleof the NewDemocrat ing.
voters,
for
includmany
But
new
ing quite a few new Seattle
University students,this election is particularly important.
For once, thelinebetweenthe
most
twomajor parties hasbecome
so thin as to be arguablynonto
existent.
eight
Over the
years of the
two
two
Clinton administration, the

Joshua

Russert

Democrats have become in-

Gorberman travels incessantly, visiting powerful inhabitants of the
political jungle, bending over and
displaying its enticing colorful
plumage in a highly ritualistic form
of matingdance. As a rewardfor the
dance, the Gorberman receives its
favorite nest building material, soft
money.
Unfortunately, thelifeof theNew
Democrat might be cut short by a
new form of predator. Stalking
slowly but relentlessly across the
political landscape comes the
mighty Nader (Politicus nonComprimisicus).Withthesole ability to confront issues honestly, the

fight for you.
Thisis a struggle wein the school
ofpolitical evolutionhave seen time
and again. When an entrenched
party feels its breeding grounds
beinginfringed upon,ituses all the
tricks of survival at its disposal to
nullify the threat.Most often these
days we seetheGorbermanusing a
squid-like defense of spraying ink
at its opponenttoconfuse theissues
at hand.
The New York Times, one ten-

tacle of the Gorberman, recently
sent outan ink cloudstating thatthe

species. While living off money
garnered from oil drilling in Colombia,it valiantly opposesfurther
damage to theenvironmentandlets
the fur on thebackofitsneck stand
up in self-righteous indignation.
As American jobs are moving
increasingly to foreign markets asa
result of loose new trade agreements, theGorbermanshuffles nois-

Witness the recent struggle with
the notorious Bushdicker
(Texacanus Idioticus). When confronted with sticky issues like the
death penalty, the Gorberman is
able to neatlycounter its opponent
by adopting the exact same policy,
thereby reducing political risks
while building public persona as a
ferocious fighterforpublic account-

Nader "is engaging in a self-indulgent exercisethat will distract voters from the clear-cut choice
representedby the major party
candidates," and that, "there
is no driving logic for thirdtwo
party candidacy this year,and
the public deserves to see the
two
at once, major-party
candidates competeonanuncluttered playing
fieldOnly time will tell if the
Gorberman will survive, and
Nader is both feared and hated by as always, the laws of evolution
will dictate this. Those most fitted
all forms of the New Democrat.
As thenaturalhabitat (thecentral to their environment will prevail.
plains)of theGorbermanisincreas- As citizens, we hold the ultimate
ingly threatened by the Nader, we responsibility for creating the powillbegin tosee thebeast's defense litical environmentwherethe creamechanisms come into play. The tures of the contest roam. Perhaps
Gorberman will continue to deny this year we will see the supposed
any threat theNader poses toitslife two-partysystem going the wayof
whilesimultaneouslytryingto claim the dinosaur.

ilyaboutsniffingthebuttsofAmerican tradeunions in a sign of friendship. And aftereight yearsof theoretical peace dividends, the
Gorberman can be found rooting

ability.
Of particular note is the
Gorberman'sabilityUnsuccessfully

it also represents progressive ideals. As theNader's presenceis felt
more acutely, we will continue to

The
recognizable feature of The New Democrat is its
mouths, giving it the unique ability be in
places
have
stands on every issue and
faces for every situation.

creasingly conservative in
their policies, spawninganew political creature: TheNewDemocrat
(Rhetoricia two Facia).Itis an ugly
beast, withthe stoutpaunchy middle
ofNewt Gingrich, the lips of ablubberingJimmyCarter and thebeady,
fogged eyes of Nixon.
Themost recognizable feature of
TheNew Democrat isits large head
withfoureyes, twomouthsand two
noses,givingit the uniqueabilityto
be in two places at once, have two
standson every issue and two faces

for every situation.
The latestpublic birth in captiv-

Joshua Russert is a senior
majoringin communication. His
featherits nest. Thisis theresult of hear the plaintive wail of the e-mail
address
is
muchhard work,during whichthe Gorberman: I'llfight for you I'll russerj@ seattleu.edu.
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Travel brings an international appreciation
"Starbucks," and "Microsoft." It's
nice tosee this townhashad such a

Jim
Opinion Editor
friend. People were always willing
to chat for at least a few minutes,
others the whole night long. Imet
people from countless different nations alongthe way.

At the pub at night (hanging out
the pubs is the only thing to do
after9p.m. in Ireland,really),we'd
and work.
discuss anything and everything. If
Iwas lucky enough to spend 32 nothing else, we'd discuss the difdays in Ireland, traveling around ferences between our countries:
the country on my own. People politics, music, geography,sports,
seemed constantly surprised that I beer, whatever. Talking to other
was travelingalone.Somebecause peoplemy own agefromaroundthe
IwasanAmerican (apparentlywe're globegave memoreofaneducation
always in groups), others just won- about global culture than any coldered how Iavoided becoming lege class evercould.
lonelyontheroad. I
It certainlygives youperspective
wonderedabout
this myself on the plane over to on your own country and the city
Dublin:how wouldanintrovertlike you come from. About 75 percent
myself survive amonthin a country of the people with whom Ispoke
where Ididn'tknow a soul?
knew of Seattle. Upon my telling
The answer is that everyone them where Iwas from, the most
around you, everyone staying in common things Iheard were:
your hostel that night,is apotential "Sleepless in Seattle," "Nirvana,"
at

All of which made me realize

globalimpact.

Rennie
For the first time in over seven
years, Ifinally got to take a real
vacation. By that Imean Igot to
travel for an extended period of
time.Travelingmeans having new
experiencesinnew places with new
people. This is quite a refreshing
change from the routine of school

old in Kilarney.

howunder appreciatedour owninOn thelast two days of my trip, I ternational students are here at Semet up with two friends from Se- attle University. I
could have been
attle who were starting their own anywherein theworldandhad some
Europeanvacations.Theyasked me of the same experiences. It's the
what my favorite memory of Ire- people and their experiences, not
land wouldbe.Ihad to think about the place,thatmakes thedifference.
it.
The International StudentCenter
to the hostel

always has plenty of social events,

from town (near Kilcar, inCounty

Iwas walking back

but I
was always a bitintimidatedto
head overthere myself.Ithink that's

Donegal, if you've got a map at
home),when Itook a wrong turn. I
endedupgettinglostfor threehours
before finding the town again,but
these were thebest threehoursI
had
in Ireland. Iwaved hello to the
localsalong the way as they waved
back.I
had to pauseas theroad was
blockedby a family herdingsheep.
Ihelped a man whose car had run
out of gas push it to the sideof the
road. Finally, akidabout 13 years
old who was heading to a Gaelic
football match pointed me in the
right direction.
Sure, Isaw some fantastic scen-

ery,grand stone castles andbeautiful churches too.But it'sthe people
Iremembermost: the ranting of a
bitter Australian in Limerick, the
smile of a fiddle player in Dublin,
playing soccer with a seven-year-

changed now, as Ihave come to
appreciate the value of aninternationalconversation.
Next time you feel like you're
losingperspective orneeda change
of pace,take your own vacation and
head to a socialevent at the Internationa] Student Center.

JimRennieis a senior majoring
in history. His e-mailaddress is
renniej@ seattleu.edu.

Writers Wanted
Do you have opinions about global,
national, local or personal issues?
Would you like to share these opinions in
an open forum and improve your writing
skills in the process?
To become an opinion writer for The
Spectator, e-mail Jim Rennie at:
spectator@seattleu.edu, visit The Spectator
offices in the lower SUB or drop by our
table at the street fair.
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Lemieux Library

Browse over200,000 books in the library collection.
Access Seattle University's on-line library catalog and
several other data basesincluding:
" UMI Proquest Direct, a datbasecontaining thousands of
periodicals,journals, newspapersand magazines
" BritannicaOnline Encyclopedia
" Historical Abstracts provideshistoricalcoverage of the
worldsince 1967, excluding the UnitedStates and Canada

■ K^M

wkM

Brooke kempner ) lead Story editor

Chapel of St. Ignatius
Seattle University's architecturally innovative building has been
standing since mid 1997.Masses are held weekdaysat 12:05 p.m. ,
andSundays at 11a.m.and9 p.m.Thechapel's most striking feature
is the BlessedSacrament Chapel, a wax-coveredroom that eventhe

Sullivan Hall

most staunch atheist would find holy.

Campion Hall— l
Bessie Burton Sullivan Nursing Home— 2
Archbishop Thomas Murphy Apartments— 3
Logan Field —4
Championship Field— s
Arrupe Jesuit Residence— 6
Bellarmine Hall— 7

B— Loyola Hall, School of Education
9— Casey Building
10— Broadway Garage
11— Engineering Building
12— Barman Center
13— The Quad
14— Sullivan Hall, School of Law
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Only a year old, the School of Law is Seattle
University's newest building. Standing on the site that
once held Bellarmine Hall's parking lot, Sullivan Hall
features high-tech classrooms equipped with desktop
Internet access and overhead microphones. The Bon
Appetite coffeeshopis the newest and most popular of
the campus food services.

Features
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University Campus Map

Administration Building
Creaky desks, fluorescentlighting and a pervading
smell punctuate the classrooms that generally
house humanities courses. Though it may not be the
most modern buildingin Seattle University's campus,it certainlyis one ofthe most crowded.Admin's
rooftop tower has become one of SU\s most recogmusty

nizable symbols.

Pigott Building

Pigott houses most of Seattle University's business and
economics courses, though the bright Paccar Atrium and variouscushy couches draw studentsof allmajors. The secondfloor
computer lab is a refreshingchangeof pace from the Engineering Building's larger, more crowded version.

21— Connolly Center
Garrand Building— ls
Administration Building— l
6 22— LynnBuilding
Pigott Building— l
7
Chapel of St. Ignatius— lB
Fine Arts Building— l
9
Xavier Hall-20

23— University Services Building
24— SUper Copy
25— Student Union Building
26— Lemieux Library
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EMP not as scary as it looks
NICOLE GYULAY

ations,as well as the processhe went through
in conceptualizing EMP. This gallery is

Arts and Entertainment Editor
The fact that the ExperienceMusic Project
looks like somemetallic monster created by
Dr. Seuss scaresoff a lot of would-be visitors,
but those who dare toenter the hulking mass
of chromed ostentation may be pleasantly
surprised.
As you enterEMP, youencounter the JamO-Drum, a spacious room withan enormous
moviescreen thatperiodicallydisplayscrazy
colors and images dancing to thebeat of earsplitting music. But don't lose heart, it gets
better from here.
As you pass the Jam-O-Drum, a friendly
museum attendant directs visitors towardthe
Artist's Journey. This is definitely the technological highlight of the museum. Two
funk-star-wannabe teenagers and a slew of
famous funk bandsand artists, most notably

James Brown, guide you from their video
screens past a giant tapping platform shoe
ontoa virtualroller-coasterrideintotheworld
of funk.

Funk Blast,as itis called,is meant to teach
visitors about the creative process involved
in making funk music. The ride is just an
exaggerated music video and does not accomplish its educational mission, but it is
worth checking out merely for the fun of
diggin' on James Brown while enjoying a
thrillingride.
The remainder of the first floor is called
Crossroads and contains four exhibits: the

rather mundane unless you are really into
architecture, but the museum's architecture
seemslessoffensive when you atleastunderstand the reasoning behind it.
The second floor has an exhibit called
Milestones, which displays the accomplishments ofsome of the artists whohad a large
influence on the development of rock and
roll.
While this includes many artists,itis somewhatbiasedin whatitconsidersimportant, so
do not be surprised if an artist you consider
very important has been left out. For example,lovers of80s popmusic willbe disappointed to find that Michael Jackson, Madonna and Annie Lennox are not evenmentioned.
TheSoundLab is theother major attraction
onthe second floor. Inthis room, visitors can
try out guitars, drums, mixing boards and
many other musical implements with the aid
of a computer-training program.
Infour months, this exhibit willalso have
a room where budding musicians can create
CD recordings of themselves.
PHOTO COURTESY OFEXPERIENCEMUSICPROJECT
With an incredible accumulation of rock
Try notto let the horrendousarchitecture keep youfrom enjoyingthe exhibitsinside.
androll history,nearly80,000 artifacts and a
shameless amount of technology, EMP can
teach you more than you ever wanted to
Hendrix Gallery, Northwest Passage, the ing amountofinformation. Foreveryminute
knowaboutAmerican pop music.
Guitar Gallery and the Frank Gehry exhibit. pieceofmemorabilia (and thereis a lot of it)
"«. Thereis somuch to do there that
Visitors are guidedthrough the exhibits by the MEGhas something to say.
TheHendrix Gallery has a wealthofexcluit really is not worthpaying
a nifty little gadget called a MuseumExhibit
$19 for a one-day
Guide(MEG), whichconveysanoverwhelm- sive Hendrix artifacts including the fragments of the Fender Stratocaster that
visit trying to
Hendrix smashed and burned at
|take in everything at onceis
the Monterey International

—

PopFestivalinJune,1967.
Mf~^
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CLEAN CLOTHES!
ARE GOOD FOR BACK
TO SCHOOL

/

'<'

enough to
make your

sage also

head

\v

COME TO JUDY'S
V «Sj
r\
SPICN SPAN DRY. \"
O
CLEANING 4 LAUNDRY

tains

1

.
.
.

SU STUDENTS SAVE 10% ON

DRY CLEANING!
2 FOR 1 SALE NOW THROUGH
OCTOBER 15! (limit of 5 free garnments)
BRING YOUR DRY CLEANING,
LAUNDRY, MILITARY UNIFORMS,
REPAIRS AND ALTERATIONS

JUDY'S IS LOCATED AT 726 BROADWAY, JUST
ACROSS FROM THE BROADWAY PARKING
GARAGE ENTRANCE

WE ACCEPT VISA AND MASTERCARD AS WELL
AS CASH OR CHECK

excitingar-

I f
nal lyrics written by Kurt
Cobain, Chris
Cornell and The
Presidents of the
United States of
America.
There is an amazing wealthof information in these exhibits,
and they are a must-see
for fans of Hendrix or
northwestmusic.
\
TheGuitar Gallery providesacomprehensivehistory on the developmentof 1
electricguitars,and contains
a 'number of beautiful antiqueguitars as wellas some

state-of-the-art modern
model. An impressive collection is displayed, butyou
have to have a special interest

;sted at

allinseeing EMP,

it is much

more economicalto

become a
f

It COStS
$35 for a

full-time
student under
21.

This

limited admission, express

admission
through amember-only entrance and advance infor-

PhotoCourtesy of experience Music project mation about
in guitars to be very enterThe
Roots andBranches Sculpture at EMP special
tainedin this gallery.
events.
The final gallery in Crossroads contains a special exhibit honoring
For further information, call (206) EMPFrank Gehry, the architect of EMP,and dis- LIVE or visit their web site at
plays models of some of Gehry's other cre- www.emplive.com.
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Nurse Betty:
Mery

surprisingly
A
Gomez

StaffReporter

■

urse Betty,a film directed by
1 Laßute, proves romantic,
comic and full of surprises.
story begins ina local diner
a small Kansas town with a
ang woman (Renee Zellweger)
tching her favorite soap, "A

trhe

Reason to Love."
Zellwegerplays theroleofBetty
Sizemore,a waitresswhosefriends
tellher that her husband cheats on
her, butstill believes that she has

married the most wonderful man
on earth.

Ker

husband, Del (Aaron

lart), is a salesman at a car

dealership who is trying his luck
at beinga drug dealer.
Do not be surprised by the racy
images that you will see in the
beginningof the film.
Her husband's brutal murder
quicklychanges thestory toadark
comedy rather than the sad love
story that is presented at first.
becomes delusional from

tetty

lessing Del's murder and be-

Sto

believe that she is a nurse

A Reason to Love."

covers who she really is, but also

car.
The comedy turns darker when
Del's murderers, Charlie (Morgan
Freeman)andWesley (ChrisRock),

realize that Betty has the package.
Charlie and Wesley pursue Betty
across the country to L.A.
These ridiculous hit men comi-

cally spice up the story withantics
that one would not suspect from a
couple of murderers.
When shearrives,Betty manages
to get areal job at a local hospital
and a roommate (Tia Texada).
With the help of her new friend,
she finally meets Dr.Ravell.

Shehas to discover thehard way
that her beloved Dr.Ravell is not a
realperson,but a selfish actor who
tries to make himself look good by
takingadvantage ofNurse Betty's
situation.
Bettymuststumblethrougha slew
of problems before finally finding
happiness.
NurseBettyis a funnymovie with
a good story behind it.

goes to Los Angeles to

Do not expect to die of laughter

her imagined lost love, Dr.
David Ravell (Greg Kinnear), a
character on "A Reasonto Love."
On this tripBetty not onlydis-

while watching it,but if you enjoy
romantic angst and morbid absurdity, the 1 10 minutes of this film
will be enjoyable for you to watch.

:tty

A&E

BOOK OF THE WEEK

dark comedy
how strong she can be.
But onherroad trip, Betty unwittingly takes off with an important
package that was hidden in Del's

Calendar^^^%
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FARIS
J.L.
Book Reviewer

LOSALAMOS

In Los Alamos, Joseph Kanon
successfully weaves a plot that
combines romance,espionage and
whodunitintoa grippingstorythat
brings a bygone era to the present
withharsh brilliance.
The novel is set ona plateau in
New Mexico, just outside the
sleepy desert town of LosAlamos.
It'sat amakeshift military base
on which the most brilliant scientists in America are working on
the Manhattan Project trying to
developthebombthat willlaterbe
dropped on Japan.
Michael Connolly, the protagonistanda jadedemployeeof Army
Intelligence,is called fromWashington toinvestigate themurderof
a Manhattan Project security
guard.

Kanon doesn't let the mystery
the plot is thick as
peasoup from page one.
Connolly has few leads,and the
army is trying itsbest to coverup
any problems that might tarnish
the squeaky-clean reputation of
the top-secretproject.
Connolly tirelessly pursues the
fewleads he finds,butitseemsthe
victim is some sort of ghost with
no past and few friends.
As if matters for Connolly
weren't bad enough, he falls in
love with Emma, the wife ofone
of theLos Alamos scientists. She
also falls in love with him, and
start simply:

Joseph
Islanb *t>ooks
$1.50
Taperback
Theaffair becomes a large focus
of the plot asConnollyrealizeshow
serious he is about Emma.
Kanon' s focus on the relationship and,especially,on Connolly's
internal moral struggles add a very
touching side to the novel.
The outcome of the affair becomes just as suspenseful as the
outcome of the mystery.
The tapestry of personalities that
Kanon creates in Los Alamosisone
of the most remarkable parts of the
novel.
Through the eyes of Connolly,
thereader is introduced to a reception line of scientific geniuses.
Connolly shares their food, parties
and dances.
He realizes,however,that behind
the fa?adeof the "there's awaron"
philosophy, thereisa seriousmoral
dilemma about whether deploying
the atomicbomb is the right thing to
do.

that the primary concern of the
book is the ethics and morals of
love and war.
And although LosAlamos may
sound like a dry diatribe on the
nuclear bomb, the only thing dry
in this book is the desert. It is as
puzzling, fascinating andjuicy as
novels come.
highly recommend it for mysI
tery buffs, romance addicts and
history fans.

they begin an affair, adding a roThere wasreallyno lullin theplot J.L.Farisisajuniormajoringin
mantic subplot to the alreadypuz- ofthemystery throughout thewhole creative writing. His e-mail
zling mystery.
novel, which is surprising, given addressis farisj@seattleu.edu.

Wednesday. September 20
Amy Correia plays at the Liquid Lounge.
more information, call (206) EMP-LIVE.

(or

Thursday. September 21

Tie Mystery of Edwin Drood beginsplaying at the Village Theatre in Issaquah. For
more information, call
1-800-257-EPAC.
Saturday.

September 23

Renowned Soprano Carol Vaness sings at
Benaroya Hall. For more information, call
343-0445.

1(206)

Monday. September 2$

Remember r
how TUP! it was?

Here's a

chance to relive
those

memories.

Part-time bus drivers wanted for Metro.
(Tin hats not required.)

Victoria Williams plays at the Century
Ballroom. For more information, call
Ticketmaster at (206) 292- ARTS.

Earn $ I4.07-$20.10 an hour

» Flexible schedule

■Great health & vacation benefits
■ Must be at least 2 1 years old

Paid training
Have WA
driver's license & acceptable driving record

(206) 684-1024

www.metrokc.gov/ohrm
County
©""■gMETRO
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SU soccer teams deal with division switch
Menplagued by injuries; womenface tough competition
overtime.
Butthe game winnerfinally came
Sports Editor
in the 101st minute from UP's
GarrettMarcum.
Men's Soccer
Seattle goal keeper Jeremiah
Concordia University
Doylefaced 22 shots andmade six
saves throughout the game tokeep
Justone day after adisheartening the Redhawks within striking disloss to the University of Portland, tance.
Seattle University was unable to
defeat Concordia University. For
Seattle Pacific University
the secondtimein two days,the SU
men's soccer team forged an overThe Redhawk men beat Seattle
time battle, losing 2-1 Sunday af- Pacific Universitylast Wednesday
ternoon toCU in Portland.
night 3-2, gaining their first ever
TheRedhawks scoredfirst when win in the Pacific West Conferjunior Danny Ferris put SU on the ence.
board withagoalin the 21st minute
Sophomore lan Chursky shined,
off an assist from Jon Yamauchi.
scoring two oftheRedhawks' three
The Concordia Cavaliers waited goals, including the game-winning
until the 89th minute of play to penalty kick with just over12minscore, tying the match at one all utes left to seal the comeback win.
with a shot from 30 yards out by
"I was a little nervous," said
Chad VanDeMark.
Chursky, "but Ihave been in that
the sudden death overtime pe- situation many times before, so I
d, Concordia tookmuchlesstime was pretty confident."
put the game away 49 seconds
"[That] was a big win for us,"
o play as Dan Angeloscoredoff saidheadcoachPeterFewing."We
assist from teammate Rory played well, wenever gave up,and
Harmse to end the game.
theguys showeda lotofheart comThe men returned to SU having ing back the way they did. The
dropped both games of their two [SPU] Falcons are always going to
game roadtrip.
be a battle."
Chursky, who scored his 49th
ALEXIS JUDAY-MARSHALL

In

Universityof

Portland

The soccer

games.
"Istarted the season well, andit
has elevated my confidence,"
Chursky said. "I give full credit to
the guys around me. We have very
talented players."
The Redhawk men now face an
uncertainfuture. WithChurskygone
for theremainderofthe season,and
starting central defender Nick
Thurber gone as well with a torn
ACL in his knee, SU must find a
way to remain strong witha weakened lineup.

Women's Soccer
Humboldt State
TheSeattleUniversity Women's
Soccer team blasted its way past

Pacific WestConference challengers Humboldt State 3-1Sunday afternoon on Championship Field.
Both teams played well.SU held
a 9-1 shot advantage, but the
Humboldt Lumberjacks were out
of the starting gate first, taking an
early leadoffof a goalscored by the SUgetsphysicalSaturdayafternoon against Western Oregon University.
Redhawk defense in the ninth ball,butknocked itintothe net inan plodedinthe secondhalf with pushminute of the match.
attempt to clear it off the line.
ing,shovingandphysicalplay.SU's
ThoughtheRedhawkscontrolled
best scoring chance came with 15
the ball for the majority ofthe first
Western Oregon University
minutesleftin the secondhalfwhen
Courtney Lyle went one-on-one
faced its toughest with the WOU goal keeper,unforipetition yet Satur- tunatelyhitting the ball wideofher

KU

team

dayafternoonwhen they

battledhardagainstthe
UniversityofPortland
onSaturdayafternoon,

taking the match

met Western Oregon

to

The 11th rankedSU
teambattledback from

a 2-1 deficit against
Pilots, who are
nked fourth in
CAA Division I,
forcing overtime.
were hoping
ainst hope for a

*c

tey

the sudden death over-

West Conference team Western

time period. TheWOU
bencherupted incelebration.
SU's keeper Carrie
Geraghty made an initial save, but Shannon
wasthere fortherebound
and score.
The firsthalf hadbeen
start, but the action ex-

Washington University last

chance to upset UP.
But the SU men
could not overcome TheSU womenchase the ball downfield
thePilot powerhouse,
losing its second game of the sea- and 50th collegiate goals on half, they wereunable toscore, and slow to
son, fallingtoa4-2-loverallrecord. Wednesday night, scored the first enteredhalftime trailing Humboldt
They also lost their leadingscorer, goalofthe game in the 33rd minute State 1-0.
sophomorelan Chursky.
TheSU womencontinued toconof thematch withassists from sophoChursky,whohadbeen onascor- more Joe Watson and frosh Elliot trol the ball after the break, and it
ing tear, netted the first goal of the Fauske.
wasn'tlong before they found the
seasona little more than 15 minutes
SPUbattledback with fivemin- net.Frosh Anna Nudell Lee tied the
intothe game to give the Redhawks utes left in the firsthalfand tiedthe game two minutes into the second
II^X »i H *J I
a 1-0 lead.
game at one after a goal fromErik half after carrying the ball for a 40Skipper.

-yard run and beating the keeper to

and tibiain his left leg as he and a
Skipper came through again for
Portlanddefender attemptedto get theFalcons in the secondhalf with
to a ball at the same time. It is anassist fromseniorforward Vadim
anticipated that Chursky will miss Tolstolutsky.
theremainder ofthe Redhawk seaDown by one, SU frosh Joseph
Supang scored off an assist from
A minute after Chursky's first Watson once again to tie the game
goal, UP's Kelly Gray scored with attwo apiece in the 55th minute of
an assistfromteammateNateJaqua. play. Watsonlaterset up theballfor
The twoteams headed intohalftime Chursky to score on the penalty
tiedat one goalapiece. In the 53rd kick.
minuteUPscoredagain, taking the
Chursky, a sophomore transfer
lead for the first time.
fromTacoma Community College,
In the 72nd minute of play, the hasbeen somewhatof acatalyst for
Redhawks tiedthegame once again theRedhawks' impressive start this
with a goal from frosh Shea season, scoring 11 goals in six
Robinson, forcing the game into

WOU, the only team still unde-

featedin Pac West play, overpowUniversity.
The twoteams fought eredSUin theovertime period taklongand hard, forcing a ingadvantage of the Redhawks faovertimeperiodin which tigue.
SU was defeated 1-0 by
Western Washington University
the Wolves.
Lydia
WOU's
Shannon knockedinthe game
The SU Women's Soccer team
winninggoal at3:56into entered theirmatch against Pacific

overtime, but falling
just short, 3-2, to the

Chursky later broke the fibula

target.

the post.
TheRedhawks tookoverthelead
when junior team captain Heather
Harstein scored off an assist from
JessicaLemmonin the 64thminute.
Nudell Lee scored again minutes
later with help from Dee Dee
Martiniello.
The Lady Redhawks outshot
Humboldt State 23-4. Humboldt's
lone fluke goal came when Stacie
Lyans crossedthe ballintothe box.
SU keeper Carrie Geraghty mishandledthe ball, sending it toward
the net. Geraghty,along with three
other SU defenders, raced for the
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Wednesday undefeated, and that
was the waythey finishedthegame
as well.
The Lady Redhawks played a
strongphysical game,rolling over
WWU I-0, andextendingtheir win-

ning streak

to four

matches.

The game winning goal came

See Soccer page 15
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Men's basketball coach resigns
SUAthletic Department scrambles for a replacement
ALEXIS JUDAY-MARSHALL

Sports Editor

as themen'sheadbasketballcoach.
After serving many years as a

health and physical education inSeattle University Men's Head structor and coach at Garfield High
Basketball Coach Al Hairston announced his resignation last
Wednesday afternoon, deciding to
leave the school after nine seasons
with the Redhawks.
Hairston will move on to the
Universityof Washington'sbasketballprogram, wherehehasaccepted
an assistant coaching position under head coachBob Bender.
"I enjoyed my time spent at Seattle University,"Hairston said,"but
this is a greatopportunity for me."
Though Hairston has spent nine
seasons with the Redhawks, hebelieves that he must move onward,
and hopefully upward.
"It'skindofbeen a lifelongdream

of mine tocoach in somecapacity at
level, and the timing
theDivision I
was right," Hairston said. "[The
University of] Washingtonis agood
DivisionIschool on the rise, with a
good coaching staff and a brand
new facility."
Hairston started his basketball
career first as a player, spending
time with the Seattle Supersonics
and Cleveland Cavaliers. He took
hisfirst assistant coachingposition
at Garfield High School and then
moved on to Seattle Central Community College wherehetook over

Anil kapahi/ Publications

Former coach AlHairston
and SCCC,Hairston arrived at SU
in 1990,and was alreadysomewhat
of a coaching legendin theNorthwest.

He faced the daunting task of
rebuilding a struggling basketball
program. His skills and talent as a
coach helped to strengthen the SU
men's basketball program, which
excelledinits 1995-96 season,winningthePacific NorthwestAthletic
Conference Championship and fall-

c\t>se
So
I

(

»

/

ingjust short of qualifying for the
NAIA National Tournament.
But the SU basketball program
has sufferedseveralsetbacks in the
past years, first leaving the NAIA
and joiningtheNCAADivision111,
and finally moving to its current
position in Division IIand the Pacific West Conference. The team
started from scratcheach time.
"It's been a roller coaster of a
ride," said Hairston. "It's hard to
leave at this point, because Ifeel
this program is really on the rise
andheaded in the right direction. I
think it is exciting for whoever
comes in and takes the program
over."
And for right now, that "whoever"isunknown.TheSeattle University Athletic Departmenthadnot
anticipated the resignation.
Athletic
director Todd
Schilperoot said that an immediate
search will be conducted for an
interimcoach, whom theyhope to
hire by Oct. 13. Practice for the
team begins Oct. IS.
After the 2000-01 season, SU
hopes to conduct a national search
to fill the position, for which the
interim coach would also be eligible to apply.
"We want to use the momentum
of the move to Division11, thenew
mascot and the new floor tobuilda
program that willbearallyingpoint

V) <■<*

forSeattleUniversity," Schilperoot
said.
While the school searches for a
new coach to fill Hairston's old
shoes,many willmissHairston and
remember him fondly.
His players and colleagues rememberhim forhis knowledgeand
passion,the respect he showed the
game andhis players,and the commitment anddedicationheshowed
as a coach and as a person.
"Ihave nothing but fondmemories playing for Coach Hairston,"

demic All-American and member
of Hairston's 1995-96 PNWAC
Championship team. "Ialways felt
that hecared deeplyabouteachand
every one of his players, and that
was reflected on how hard they
worked for [him]."
"It was a pleasure working with
Al," saidNancy Gerou,who served
as SU AthleticDirectorfor10years.

"He caredabout the well being of
his athletesand guided them in de-

veloping both athletically and academically."

Soccer: Future looks bright
From page 14

their season.

"Every gamecounts," sophomore
from frosh forwardCourtneyLyle
off anassist fromsophomore Teresa Nichole Sauvageau. "Every game
Katnik in the 31st minute of play. counts we'regonna staypositive

The Seattle women battered the
goal, forcing WWU keeper Kara
Davis to maketwosaves andfinally
sneaking by her when Lyle kicked
in therebound.

SUkeeper Carrie Geraghty had
her third shutout of the season and
the 39th of her career. Geraghty
made four saves, and the Seattle
women outshot Western 17-9. The
shutout wasthesixthinsevengames
for Western who has not scored in
660 minutes of play this season.

TheSU women remain positive
looking toward the remainder of

H

...

The teamis facing their new Pac
West foes
' with optimism.
"They real1 thesamenow,"Lindsay Leeder said. "It's all
' physical
andit'sfast,and youcan t wait until
the second half to get into it
Everyone needs to pick up their
level."
The women's team hopes that
their more agressive approach will
take them far this season. Perhaps
they can take advantage of their
freshness withinthe conference and
reap a season full ofrewards.

...
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Volleyball team off to record start
ALEXIS JUDAY-MARSHALL
Sports Editor

Burns were pitted against one another in competition, creating an

Carl Bergquist
Staff Reporter

is something that weare goingtoneed to take withusto

...

"We're young But we're
"
growing together.

Northwest Nazarene

NICKI WOLFERT, TEAMCAPTAIN

Although sophomore team captainNicki Wolferthad a game-high
13 kills, the lady Redhawks were
unable to shut down Northwest
Nazarene's powerful offense and
fell 15-5, 15-10, 15-6 Thursday
night in their Pacific West conference showdown.
The Seattle University women
were slow to start, losing theirfirst

action-filled match against Pacific
Lutheran University last Tuesday compete this season."
night at Connolly Center.
"People think we're reAimee Sloboden and Erin ally not that good, and we
McGinn each had a game-high use that to our advantage,"
sevenkills for PLU.
Fontana said. SU showed
Older sister Mettie and the PLU that by beating a strong
Lutes improved to .500 on their GeorgeFox teamlast week.
game 15-5.
by
"The teamhangs out alot
After falling behind 8-1 in the season defeating the SU ladies
15-3,15-7,15-5.
outside
ofpractice," Wolfert
second game,SU rallied off three
Mettierecorded agame- said.
high nine digs as well as
Thiscamaraderie creates
six kills to help theLutes a strong teamchemistry.
takethematch. SisterLora
The Redhawks are a
had fourkillsandfour digs young team this year, and
they hope their youth and
for theRedhawks.
energy will help propel the
team toward improvement

The Team's
Progress

and success. Only timewill
te11....

The SU womenmount a strong defense at the net.

Everyone seems to be
noticing the volleyball
team's amazingimprovement from last year.Team
members are excited and
hopeful.
"Every game seems to
get continually better,"
teamcaptainNickiWolfert

"Last year we just went
out and played... but this
year we really have some
talent," sophomore Clare

ITNESS IN SEATTLE

column by

NTI HAHLER
3

2£rT

■■

hhbSM

Fontana said.

Frosh Kristin Jolk spikes the ball during
Thursday's match against Northwest

Nazarene University.
straight points behind sophomore
Clare Fontana's stronghitting.
The Lady Redhawks' volleyball
team continuedtheir strongplay to
pull within two points of the Crusaders at 12-10, but could not get

Fontana is one of the
many young faces on the
team, which has only one
senior on its roster this

The players are genuinelyexcitedabouttheiroutlook for
the 2000 season.
The team, whichdebuted at S U

last year, believes that all of the

match.
Louise Free

fresh new faces willhelp them improve upon last season's performances.
"We're young," Wolfert said,
"but we're growingtogether."
The team, whichhas alreadysurpassed its win
total from the

led Northwest

previousseason,

any closer, and eventuallylost the

match 15-10.
The Crusaders continued their
strong play throughout

Nazarene with
12 kills, and
teammate

Lary s s a

Mereszczak
was close behind with 11.
For
the
Redhawks,

frosh Cassey
Hussey had an

the

next

"The energy and
focus is something
that we are going
to need to take
with us to compete
this season."

impressive

MARIE HORNER,

game-high 25
assists.

VOLLEY BALL PLAYER

Pacific Lutheran
For the first time in their collegiatecareers,sistersLoraandMettie

alsoadmits that

its youth can
lend itself to a
bit

of

overzealousness
at times.

Theyhope the
experience and
excitement of a
new season will
mold the team
into a formidable opponent

in the Pacific
West Confer-

"A lot of the freshman that we
have this year bring a lotofenergy
and spirit," sophomore Marie
Homersaid."The energyand focus

offer hourly rollerblade and
rollerskaterentals.
TheHowe StreetStairs

It's the beginning of another
school year, and there are many
thingsthat willprobably cause you
stressin thenextfew weeks.Bookstore lines, moving into a new
place (or maybe even to a new
state), and beinga frosh and not
knowing anybody can all cause
the familiar angst that so often
accompanies the start of something new.
Or, if you'reinmy position,you
are now being forced to face the
reality that graduation is looming
only ashort distance aheadof you,
and the real world is beckoning.
Over the last couple of years, I
have experienced all of these
stresses in some form or another.
Through it all,I
have found—exercise to be my saving grace and
sometimes my escape.
As a resident of Seattle for almost 15 yearsand acertified gymphobe,Ihave found many places
in and around the city and the
Seattle University -campus that
serveas my outdoorgym, andI
am
here to pass them on to those of
you who share myneed forexercise and fresh air.
Whether youprefera brisk walk
near a lake orthe StairMaster and
free weights,Seattle offers a wide
variety of fitness possibilities to
please just about anyone.
Throughout the year Iwill pro-

videa weeklyreviewof the places I Located just off 10th Aye.E.,
have discovered, some new and theHowe Street Stairs is a setof
some that have become old favor- nine successive flights of stairs.
itesofmine.Here'safew toget you As a cardio workout, walking or
running up these stairs several
started:
times will burn calories while
also strengthening your legs and
Greenlake
glutes.
You can often see hikers in
Created in the mid 1800s,
training
along the path with
Greenlakeoffers exercisepossibilibackpacks,
loaded
sweaty brows
ties includinga Pitchand Putt minacross theirfaces.The
andsmiles
iature golf course, basketball and
are a greataddition to your
tennis courts, a baseball field, soc- stairs
walk, run or bike workout and
cer field and a kid's wading pool
serious calories.
(which Iadmittedly jumped into can burn some
you will feel the burn.
And
after abrisk walk ona very hot day).
In addition,thelake areaalsohas
acommunitycenter on itsnortheast
side, whichoffers anindoor swim-

ming pool, basketball court, pool

tables and exercise classes.
Just outside the center is a seasonal boat rental shop, where canoes, kayaks and paddleboats can
be rented by thehour.
The Greenlake Loop surrounding the lake is paved and offers
bicyclists, walkers, runners and
rollerbladers a 2.8 mile path lined
with trees and waterfowl.
In addition, thereare several stations along the path that offer instructions ondifferent stretchesand
exercises that you can add to enhance your workout.
Several bike and board shops
along the outside of the lake also
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Connolly Center

Beginningin late September,
ConnollyCenter willoffer a wide
array of non-credit health and
fitnessclassesthat areopen toall
interested community members.
This fallConnollyoffers Hatha
Yoga, Tai Chi, Aerobics, Step
and Kickbo classes. An instructional class on the weight room,
free weights and creating a personal weight trainingprogramis
also offered.
In mid-October, classes on

CPRand basic first aid will also
be offered. Prices for SU students range from free to $30.
Sign up for classes at Connolly
beginstoday.

Cartoons
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Students
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Welcome Back!
""
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O
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FRESHMAN AND

TRANSFERELECTIONS

Elections are coming up for the
ik^Y^
positions of Freshman Rep. and
*
<-^» O
f^' I> cx^ tC^
Transfer Rep.
«-C\
*S SV^
Dates:
o^V§>.
'^ortant
;v\^I%>
Candidates' Meeting Sept. 27
C. \ X
S?°Zs\
l^cO^
S^S
Campaign Kickof f Oct. 6
ccO^ /i? nV^Sc S?°S #°\
Candidates Forum Oct. 11
S
Primary Elections Oct. 12
0o^\^ at^\o^^
Final Elections Oct. 19
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the LAWN CRAWL!
Friday, Sept. 22 from 7-9 p.m. on the
Union Oreen
Rain Site: Campion Ballroom
Featuring The Omar Torrez Band
Sponsored by SEAC

\

BONUS
At Lawn Crawl there will be a raffle if

\

\

prizes. Must be present
to wm.
0+

f

!\
"

j

\ "j COME TO THE POSTER SALE! j
\I:OVER 2,000 IMAGES WITH LOW:"
PRICES!
J j PLACE: OUTSIDE OF THE SUB j
/: TIME: THURSDAY 10 a.m.-5 p.m.:
10 a.m.-4 p.m. :
/ I\ AND FRIDAY
"
|

\ you come to Street Fair and sign up at
\N the SEAC table to w\r\ these awesome "/
s

\7©CDE E©®C2

rain S TE: PACCAR ATRIUM
;
"
SPONSORED BY THE SUB
"
I
BOARD OF MANAGERS

:

:

Whatis'ASSU?
Seattle University seeks to educate the whole person,providingall students an opportunity to develop
their intellectual,spiritual,social andphysical dimensions.The Associated Students ofSeattle University is an intrinsic component of the university,essential to the fulfillment of Seattle University's stated
mission. The ASSU reaffirms the university'sbelief that the broad personalgrowth ofeach student is best
achieved in a universitycommunity that has a climate ofmutual trust and respect and a sharedcommitment to thegeneralgoalsoftheinstitution.ltis themission of ASSU to ensure the representationof all
studentsin the ongoingdevelopment of the universitycommunity. ASSU is formed to strengthen the
unityandpurpose among students, faculty,administrators andstaff.

Ifyou have any questionsplease call (206) 296-6050, e-mail us at assu@seattleu.edu or check us out on the
web at www.seattleu.edu/assu

Marketplace

Classifieds

100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300 . Volunteers
200. Child Care

-

CHILD CARE PART
TIME
Sitter/driver for two children (8 & 13-yrs-old) in
Seward Park. $8/hr requires
car, references. Mon.-Fri,3-6 p.m.; occasional weekday
evenings. Kelly: (206) 324-2150,(206)725-1661

evenings.
Seeking child care in Madrona. Two boys (5+7). Pre
and post school bus. Hours
6:30-8:45 a.m. + 3:15-5:30
p.m. Good pay. Call Anna
at (206) 322-4083.

19
400. Services
500 . For Rent
600. Misc
The Spectator is where
it's at!
To advertise, call
Ben Stangland at
(206) 296-6474 or fax
him at (206) 296-6477.

200. Help Wanted
OFF CAMPUS WORK
STUDYFOR SOCIAL
CHANGE: Intercommunity
Peace andJustice Center
seeks student eligible for
work study to help bring
about a variety of justicemaking events. General
clerical work, including
word processing,filing and
data entry. 15 hrs/wk. Call
(206)223-1138.
Become a Silver Cloud
Valet.
Silver Cloud Valet, the

Northwest's leading valet

service, is now hiring for

both full and part time
positions in the Seattle/
Bellevue area. We have a
number of shifts available
days,nights, weekdays and
weekends. If you are
responsible, hard working,
have excellent customer
service skills and are interested in making $8-12 an
hour, we invite you to fill
out an application at 3901
Stoneway N. Suite 100 in
the Wallingford district of
Seattle. We are open Monday throughFriday between

8 a.m. and 6 p.m. For more
information, call Jerry at
(206)633-4944. Come join
Silver Cloud Valet during
this exciting time of growth
and opportunity! EEO/AA/
M/F/D/V

The cost for classifieds
is $5.00 for the
first 20 words
and 15 cents a
word there after.

400. Services
Foreign Students mcl.
Taiwan. DV-2002
Greencard Program.
Tel.(818) 998.4425.

Deadline 0ct.20 , 2000.

All classifieds and
personals must be submitted by Friday at
5 p.m. for the Thursday
edition. Pre-pay please.

Personals
Laura Jenkins Rocks!!
Here's wishing you
another happy year with
your favorite roommate

Bandy Gebers:
You look really good in
lime green. You Should
part your hair to the side
more often peace.

ever!

Jordan:
Welcome to SU. Do
you need me to draw
you a map to your classroom?

Devin Sullivan I've
been watching you.
You're so cute. Meet
me in the Quad. Tues
noon.

P&B here's to plywood
and long red headed
punkrockers ripping off
our porch railing. It's
gonna be a fun year.

hold up for another

year!

—

Katie Ching is okay?

—

To Men's Soccer:
Best ofluck in your
season. Unfortunately,
my head just wouldn't

Justin "concussion"
Ribeiro

Captain O Face, You're
the best! Here's to all
the rotts, monster
trucks and video games
you have shared with
me.
Little Bunny

1. Construction!
2. Hospitals
3. Long lines at financial aid
And there's Jots more to
come! Have fun, and
don't worry, the food
isn't that bad.

Help! Evil is among us!
Ohmigod Tiffany! One
more year! Let's be the
most popular girls on
campus! Trisha

—

—

Devin Sullivan you're
so smart. Were you an
honors student?

Hey Lucas
M is H crazy that we're
Monifah sez:
finally in the same city? Freshman:
"All Iwanna do is make Iwill call you soon.
Welcome to SU, You'll
you bounce!" Shooot!
a fan of a certain
find:
arachnid.

—

PERSONALS ARE BACK!
If you want to place a personal in the next
Spectator just go to the Campus Assistance
Center, located in the Student Union Building
for more information.

— Personals are free and appear in every issue.
— Personals are a great way to get a message
out on campus, say hello to a friend, or even

wish someone a happy birthday.
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Good luck with the new
school year Shel. I
know you are going to
have a great year.

Hi Mom and Pop,
What do you think of
the paper? Love, KD
Hi Jennifer and Phan,
Thanks for picking me
up from the airport.
Love, me
Too bad Imissed moving you in. Actually I
am glad Ihad to work
that day.
bro

—

—

To Devin Sullivan
you are my hero.
Ilove you.

Ohmigod Trisha! One
more year! Let's be the
most popular girls on
campus! — Tiffany

We know the importance of
speed and variety on a budget.
Feast on this. Download speeds that will make your head spin. And more movies,
sports and special interest channels than ever before. All at a price you can afford.
It's AT&T@Home high-speed cable Internet service and AT&T Digital Cable. So call
us today and feed your need for something different.
@

Order AT&T@Home
and get
FREE INSTALLATION
and
FREE SERVICE
Until 200 1!

Sign up for any
Digital Package
and receive
FREE INSTALLATION
Plus 2 FREE MONTHS*
of Digital Service!
*2 free months includes a 3rd and 6th month credit
of $16.70 for digital service and equipment.

AT&T
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1-888-780-HOME
www.home.att.com

AT&T
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1-877-824-2288
www.cable.att.com

service.Youmay be
Offer expires 10/15/00. Certain services are available separately or as part of otherlevels of service, andnot all services available in all areas. You must subscribe to Basic Serviceto receive otherservices or levels ofmay
apply.Franchise
required to rent a converter andremote control for a separate charge to receive certain services. Installation, equipment,additional cable or data outlet, change of service,programmingaccess and other charges
fees, taxes and other fees may apply, withtheactual amount dependingon location and services ordered. Theregular monthlyrateof $16.70 for Digital service andequipmentwill be applied and credited on your 3rd and 6th monthbill
statements. The regularmonthlyratefor your Digitalpackage will appear onall other billing statements. Installation offeravailable only for standard installation for one outlet.
Offerof "freeservice" limited to standard monthly service charges throughDecember 31, 2000. AfterDecember 31, 2000, a regularAT&TeHome monthlyrate applies.Installation offer goodonly for a standard installation of onecomputer
to onedata outlet.AT&T®Home offer available only in participating systems for new customers only.Not validwith any other offer. Actual speeds vary. Upstreamdata transfer speed islimited to 128 kbps.For questions aboutminimum
requirementsand completedetails about service and prices, call 1 -888-780-4663.Call ATAT Broadband for details about Digital Cableservices and prices. Access to your phoneline is required to receive DigitalCable. AT&TBHome and
AT&T Digital Cable are not available inall areas. Pricing,programming,channel position, andcontent may change. Certainrestrictions apply. ©2000 AT&T.All Rights Reserved. ©Home andthe ©ball logo are registered trademarks of,
and areused under license grantedby. At Home Corporation.

